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Over Time, Over Budget, and Not Finished
New Residence hall opens for students but is not yet completed

By Jaden Johnson
SPORTS CONTENT MANGER

Only eight college football teams in the

nation return 18 starters or more from last

season. Friday night’s matchup between Utah
State and Michigan State features two of
those.

The Aggies, who rank tied for fourth in the

nation in terms of experience according to

Phil Steele Magazine, have more returning

starters than any other team on their schedule. That is, except for Michigan State.

The Spartans return 10 offensive starters

and nine defensive starters from a squad

which went 10-3 and finished No. 15 in the

nation in the AP Poll. No team in the nation
has more returning talent.

Offensively, the lone non-returning Spartan

is center Brian Allen, fourth-round draft pick
to the Los Angeles Rams who had 38 career
starts for Michigan State. Defensively, the

Spartans will look to replace the production
of defensive end Demetrius Cooper and

linebacker Chris Frey, who is now with the
Carolina Panthers.

“The thing you kind of look at is the consis-

tency they’ve had in their coaching staff and
their schemes,” said Utah State head coach

PHOTO BY Chantelle McCall
The new Central Suites form stands north of the old Mountain View tower in central campus Sunday, August 26, 2018. Fences separate the two buildings due to the ongoing construction inside and out of the
Central Suites.
By Carter Moore
NEWS STAFF WRITER

After a year of construction delays and

Matt Wells. “That’s the first thing you’re

uncertainty about the completion of a new

certainly, there’s a lot of them coming back.”

finally opened the new Central Suites resi-

looking for. Then, as you see the players,

En route to a second-place finish in the Big

Ten East division in 2017, the three losses on
Michigan State’s schedule came against No.
11 Notre Dame, No. 17 Northwestern, and

No. 5 Ohio State. Meanwhile, the Spartans

picked up wins against Michigan, Washington
State, and No. 8 Penn State.

One key for the Aggies in this matchup may

be their ability to stop the run. In 2017, USU
ranked 115th in the nation in rushing

defense, allowing 216.4 yards per contest.

Meanwhile, Michigan state returns three of

residence hall, Utah State University has
dence hall, a co-ed, suite-style hall.

However, most of the amenities have yet to

be completed, and students can hear the buzz
of saws and pounding of tools right below
their beds.

“I think the new building will be worth the

wait once everything is finished in a few

months, but right now, I do not think it is,”
said Jordan Price, who previously lived in

Valley View Tower but is now among the first
residents of Central Suites.

USU announced in February 2016 its inten-

tions to demolish Valley View Tower and build
a new dorm-style residence hall in central

campus. Slated to be completed in time for the
fall semester of 2017, construction was

delayed after winter 2017 due to weather, tool
theft and a lack of workers.

“It is a difficult construction market right

now,” said Steve Jenson, the executive director
of housing services. “It is hard to get sufficient
help, and some of the materials were hard to
come by as well.”

Jenson said that it was not USU who delayed

construction, but the company who built the
towers, Rimrock Construction, a Draper,

Utah-based company that builds many types of
residential, industrial and retail buildings.

Some of the amenities that were advertised

in Central Suites included study rooms,

exercise rooms, a theater room, and lounges
with multiple pool and ping-pong tables.

“It is just a little annoying that none of the

cool things that made me want to live there
aren’t done yet,” Price said.

The outdoor amenities, which include a

volleyball court and an outdoor projector
screen in the firepit-lined courtyard, are

expected to be completed by October, Jenson
said.

“The plan is to finish within the next few

weeks,” he said. On the other hand, Valley

View Tower is now empty and is scheduled to
be taken down in May 2018.

—carter.moore@aggiemail.usu.edu
@carterthegrreat

its top five rushers from last season’s squad,
which averaged 167.8 yards per game.

“Our experience is a plus,” said senior safety

Gaje Ferguson of the defense’s ability to stop
the run. “We have a lot of guys back and we
have a different game plan. We now have

(defensive coordinator) Keith Patterson and
he’s very run-stop minded. He’s going to
bring a lot to our defense this year and

helping stop the run. It’s going to be a lot

different this year than it has been in year’s
past.”

The MSU offense is led by junior quarter-

back Brian Lewerke and senior running back
LJ Scott, both members of the Athlon Magazine preseason All-Big Ten second team.

Lewerke passed for 2793 yards along with 20
touchdowns and seven interceptions in 2017,
while Scott had 898 rushing yards for eight
touchdowns and 1044 all-purpose yards.

The Spartan defense is highlighted by 2017

All-Big Ten first-team selection David Dowell.
In his sophomore season, the safety ranked

fifth in the nation with 11 interceptions. He
also recorded four pass deflections and was

second on the team with 75 total tackles on
the season.

Michigan State also boasts a notorious front

seven on defense, one which held opponents
to just 95.3 yards per game, the second

fewest behind only Alabama. Junior lineback-

er Joe Bachie is a do-it-all kind of a player for

the Spartans, leading the team in total tackles
last season with 100, as well as recording 7.5
tackles for a loss, 2.5 sacks, and three
interceptions.

“They are big, strong and physical,” Wells

PHOTO BY Matt Halton
Quarterback Jordan Love throws a pass while playing against the New Mexico State Aggies in the NOVA Home Loans Arizona Bowl on Friday, December 29, 2017 in Tucson, Arizona. Utah State lost to New Mexico
State 26-20.

said of the Michigan State defensive front

have some nice linebackers, so it’s going to be

team that I’m anxious to watch play as we

out a little bit and get them tired. There’s no

I’m more prepared than I ever have been in

physical and it’s been a grind as most camps

seven. “Hopefully, the pace can wear them

secret that we’re going to play with pace on

offense. To see where they ranked coming out
of last year against the teams they did it

against is pretty impressive. They’re deep and
they’re talented. It’ll be maybe the best we

a war in those trenches come Friday night.

my entire life,” said senior offensive lineman
Rob Castaneda. “I’m excited to be on a big

stage like that and it’s going to be a fun night
for our team.”

Even though the Aggies will begin the

see all year.”

season on a big stage in front of 75,000 fans,

seventh in the nation in total yards allowed,

able to come out prepared on Friday night.

The 2017 Spartan defense also ranked

averaging just 297.6 yards per game allowed,
and 37th in turnovers forced with 23.

“They have some big boys up front. They

Wells feels confident that his team will be

“It will be a tremendous opportunity for our

guys to go see right where we’re at, and our

guys are excited about it,” he said. “This is a

come together. Camp has been good, it’s been
are. Our guys are excited and prepared for
this opportunity to play Friday night.”

The Aggies and the Spartans kick off Friday

at 5 p.m. MST in East Lansing, Mich.

@jadenjohnson00
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NEWS

Nine USU students receive Emmy Award nominations
By Alison Berg
NEWS SENIOR WRITER

Brian Champagne’s face lit up when he

received news that eight of his students are
nominated for collegiate Emmy Awards

delivered by the Rocky Mountain Region of the
National Academy of Television Arts and

Sciences, the highest number of nominees
Champagne has seen in his eight years of
teaching at Utah State University.

“I knew we had good stuff going in, but that

really blew me away,” said Champagne, an

associate professor of journalism and communication.

Taylor Emerson, a USU senior, and Erin Cox,

a 2018 USU graduate, both received nominations for two stories they did for Aggie TV

News, while three students from Champagne’s
course on documentaries received nomina-

tions. A special episode of Aggie TV News was
also nominated and a video sponsored by the
English department took the final slot.
The Rocky Mountain Region includes

Arizona, New Mexico, Utah, Colorado and part
of California, which, Emerson said, includes
tough competition.

“To go against (the Walter Cronkite School of

Journalism), to go against BYU, to go against
these schools that have bigger budgets and

more resources than we do, individually it’s

great, but it really shows the strength of not

just that group but the journalism program,”
he said.

Cox received her nominations for a feature

story she did on the First Presbyterian Church

of Logan’s handbell choir, as well as a series of
stories reporting on sexual assault at USU.

Emerson earned his nominations for a sports

h

segment he did and a story on a man who

a

makes surfboards in his backyard. Lindsay

Sousa, a student from the documentary class,

a

earned her spot for non-fiction documentary

w

about the beast rumored to live in Bear Lake

while Sousa’s classmate Austin Elder received

a

Nation. Ethan Smith is a nominee for a piece

e

a nomination for a documentary on the Navajo

a

titled “Delwyn Builds,” and Cache Rendezvous,

s

a segment of Aggie-TV, won for an entire show.
Students producing Aggie-TV do so for a

w

three-hours-per-day, four-days-a-week class

W

called newscast, taught by Associate Professor

o

Brian Champagne and Practical Practice

I

Assistant Professor Chris Garff.

w

Though the students do all recording, writing

c

and production of the show themselves, many

t

attributed part of their success to Champagne

f

and Garff.

“I think what Brian Champagne and Chis

g

Garff taught me the most was to do my best in
everything I did and to get it perfect,” said

Cox, who is now a reporter at Fox 13 news.

“Behind every successful student is teachers

PHOTO COURTESY OF Aggie TV Newso

Though Cox acknowledges the honor in

receiving the nomination, winning an award

that worked twice as hard to get them there.”

was never at the forefront of her mind.

every time you need them, when you need

nominations, that’s not why we do them, but it

Emerson agreed, adding “they will be there

them.”

“We, as journalists don’t do our stories for

feels good when you get it,” she said.

Seven Aggie TV students won Emmy Awards

in 2016, the first round of students to win
since Champagne has taught at USU.

Award winners will be announced Sept. 22 at

a gala in Phoenix.

—alisonberg28@gmail.com

@alison__berg

Students and faculty praise new benches in Old Main
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PHOTOS BY IAIN LAURENCE
Faculty and students celebrate additional seating in Old Main. Students were seen sitting on the floor between classes, which inspired the
new benches. The benches feature power outlets.
By Naomi Ward
NEWS STAFF WRITER

Students and faculty gathered in Old Main to be the first to sit

on the new third floor benches at the College of Humanities’
Bench-a-Palooza event Friday morning.

According to Joe Ward, the dean of the College of

Humanities and Social Sciences, the bench project was made

possible through contributions from USUSA and staff member
Chris Okelberry.

“Speaking on behalf of faculty and students on the

third floor, we frequently saw students sitting on the ground

between classes and we saw these benches as an opportunity to
help students,” said Ward.

“These are going to make Old Main look much classier, now

that we don’t have to sit on the floor anymore,” said CHaSS

student Bentlee Rice.

While there has been seating available on the lower

floors of Old Main, the third floor where the political science

of the classroom improvement fund of USUSA as far as I’m
concerned.”

After Dean Ward thanked facilities for their work

and history offices are located had none until this week. The

building the benches and cut the ribbon to officially “open” the

charge their phones or laptops while working on homework

many other students will do in the upcoming year.

new benches also include electrical outlets for students to
before class.

Students described navigating the third-floor hallway

in the past, stepping over other students’ legs and charger

cords to get through. QUOTE One student mentioned that

perhaps those that don’t frequent the halls of Old Main may
not understand the hype for the new benches.

Former college senator Grant Bess said, “Some Aggies

don’t fully grasp the pain in the CHaSS we had going without

these new benches. This is one of the bigger accomplishments

benches for business, students and faculty sat down together as

—naomiyokoward@aggiemail.usu.edu
@naomiyokoward
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STUDENT LIFE

Helping Students Get Involved
By Nate Cutler
STUDENT LIFE WRITER

Welcome to Utah State University where we

have a pretty campus, accomplished alumni
and cheap tuition.

While these may be reasonable excuses to

attend, they do not capture the real reason

why Logan is so beloved. To grasp the heart
and soul of “The Scotsman,” our famous

anthem, we sing, “Show me the true-blooded Aggie from Utah who doesn’t love the
spot where the sagebrush grows.”

We look deeper than the words and find

what gives us reason to be lifelong Aggies.
We commit to something bigger than

ourselves. What makes USU so comfortable?
It’s the people we surround ourselves with
who seek to better our workplaces, our

communities and our beautiful school. It’s
the people here that make this university
feel like home!

Part of the university experience includes

getting involved with campus activities and
organizations. Whether you’re looking to

meet people or become part of an organization, it’s sometimes difficult to know where
to start or how to join.

If you’ve ever felt stuck or unsure which

campus organization has the best fit for you,
here are a few ideas to get started.

Daria Griffiths, a college of humanities

and social sciences senior and the Utah
State University Student Association

representative for Student Alumni Associa-

PHOTO BY Megan Nielsen
Daria Griffith, USUSA representative for the Student Alumni Association, organized a student involvement map to help students get involved with different activities and organizations around USU’s campus.

“I told my roommates I was a part of SAA,

President’s Cabinet and other student

organizations and they had no idea what I

was talking about, “Griffiths said.” So I drew
them a diagram and realized the entire

tion, created the Student Involvement Map

student body needs this.”

tions already established on campus.

Griffiths met personally with staff and

to help students identify different organiza“I call it the SIM,” she said.

The SIM is an interactive flowchart display

designed to show all of the student groups
available on campus.

The SIM took three years in the making.

student leaders, asking them questions to

better understand what they do and where

she could get involved. She said this was her
initiative from the 2017 Miss USU Pageant,

of which she was awarded First Attendant. It
sparked to life in Matt Sanders’ Communication and Leadership course and she got the

green light campus from Linda Zimmerman
at the Student Involvement Office.

By using the SIM, students can observe how

organizations are interrelated and distin-

guish the lesser known organizations from

the more visible ones. Most students are first
introduced to the A-Team, Ambassadors,
Blue Crew, the Hurd or Fraternity and

attend True Aggie nights but don’t realize

SAA hosts it. They may be unfamiliar with
the students on USUSA, the Academic
Senate or the service center staff.

If student leaders want to represent the

student body, they have opportunities such
as the fee board, President’s Cabinet,

diversity council or they could start a club of
their own, to name a few places. Other

opportunities are there, but students might
see “SIM” PAGE 4

Sorority Life, for example. They might

Volunteering Students Share Experiences
They are a college extension of the Kiwani

By Shelby Smith
STUDENT LIFE CONTENT MANAGER

Opportunities for volunteering at Utah

State University and in Cache Valley are
abundant for college students.

Students volunteer for campus events, on

networking opportunities and some intense

chapter on USU’s campus.

she said. “But the biggest benefit is being a

people I’ve helped while volunteering have

Dellinger helped re-establish the Circle K
“There are constant opportunities to help

out in the community, but you just need to
know where to look,” Dellinger said. “You

area.

service organizations such as Kiwanis and

volunteers for Circle K on USU’s campus.

nonprofit organization.”

has a commitment to providing community

her leadership skills grow in ways that no

Nicole Dellinger is one student who

Circle K is a worldwide organization that

service and helping build leadership skills.

“Volunteering has given me social skills,

and execution and so that has helped me

and off-campus organizations, churches and
national clubs all around the Cache Valley

“Service projects require a lot of planning

high school volunteering organization.

with my organizational and people skills,”

part of the community and getting to know
those in the community.”

Junior Brookelin Backus started volunteer-

empathy towards others,” she said. “The

always been so grateful and happy to be a
part of what we do.”

Backus got involved with volunteering at

can find opportunities to serve at church,

ing when she was just 14 years old. She now

these organizations because of her passion

even at institutions like CAPSA or any other

ship Program as well as Operation Under-

tunity it gives her to get out of her comfort

Dellinger believes volunteering has helped

other opportunity has.

volunteers for the Miss Cache Valley Scholarground Railroad. Backus volunteers her time
by making flyers and working at booths to

educate people about rescuing children from
sex trafficking.

for community involvement and the opporzone.

“I will always continue to find new organi-

zations to volunteer for. I only wish I

would’ve done more volunteer work sooner,”
Backus said.

Madison Kondel is another student who

volunteers for the Circle K organization on
USU’s campus. She has been volunteering
there for many years prior to her time at

USU. Volunteering is now just a part of who
she is.

“Even the small simple tasks in life that you

do for other people in unselfish manners
help and will always happen throughout
your life periodically,” she said.

If Kondel could change one thing about her

volunteering experience, it would be

jumping in to help out earlier in the process.
“I think a lot of people take advantage of

the people in charge of service groups and
kind of wait for things to get started,” she
said. “But there is a process beforehand
where things need help getting started

before you can actually start the volunteer
work.”

Kondel, Backus and Dellinger have all loved
having the opportunity to volunteer during
their college experience and encourage other
PHOTO COURTESY OF Noelle Dellinger
Noelle Dellinger, president of Circle K service club for USU and other members participate in community service projects around campus and all over Cache Valley.

see “Volunteering” PAGE 4
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WHAT’S THE ETA ON THAT?
CONSTRUCTION PROJECTS FINISHING ON CAMPUS

By Allison Allred & Kortni Wells
STUDENT LIFE WRITERS

A drive on or up to the Utah State Univer-

sity campus has most likely been delayed at
one point or another from the beginning of
the summer to the very tail end. These

delays have been caused by construction
zones in or around campus.

That’s because several changes have been

on the rise for Utah State’s campus for the
past several months and are finally on the

downhill slope to being finished. Here’s an

update on all the construction projects and
their estimated time of completion:

PHOTO BY Cimaron Neugebauer
A new roundabout was completed on August 17 at the intersection of 500 N and 600 E.

campus community. Project developments

included installing a new sewer line consistent with the roadway. This also brought a

revision of the parking lot just south of Old

Main that will better help those dropping off
children for the Child Development lab. Ray
B. West is also going through roof construc-

tion to help improve its structure and safety.
Champ Drive is now open, and final land-

now fully completed and is ready to be
occupied by students.

A project that caused detours for a majori-

ty of the summer is now officially complet-

ed. The roundabout features blue pedestrian

are open Monday-Thursday 7 a.m. - 10 p.m.

Subway and new food
options come to The
Hub, Morty’s expands
to Blue Square

and Friday and Saturday 7 AM - 11:59 PM.

dining establishment has been undergoing

high-end salads and pastries.

summer. The Hub Food Court will re-open on

will include a dining location called Teas-n-

include Cafe Ibis, the Bakery at USU, Taco

House-type establishment alongside a

The only area inside the Hub that will not be

cheese sandwiches.

The Hub, an on-campus food court-style

renovations and changes throughout the

500 North Roundabout

the original Darwin Avenue location. They

Other On-Campus Dining projects in the

works include a new location in the Nora
Eccles Harrison Museum of Art. The new
cafe, called Noni’s, is scheduled to open

mid-September and will feature coffee and
Additionally, the new Life Sciences building

Monday, Aug. 27. The areas inside The Hub

Cheese. This new addition will be a Tea

Time, The Blue Wok, and Scotsman’s Corner.

location that will serve gourmet grilled

crosswalks, tying it back to the Aggie Blue

Construction began on the new Aggie

Chocolate facility at the beginning of the

students all know and love. This will help

summer. A grand opening and ribbon-cutting

students and community members alike

will take place on September 17.

make a safer commute to campus, without

U.S. Post Office

standstill traffic backing up the seemingly

busy intersection, as has been known in the

Construction began on the Post Office in Summer of

past

2018. The new layout will include a lobby outside of

the hallway. It is expected to be completed during this
scape updates are being made.

Student Housing

Central Suites, otherwise known as the

newest housing on central campus is

currently open, but is not completed yet.

Other housing complexes are being planned
for next door, but nothing has yet to be

funded. The total budget for the project has
also not been released for the architectural
design. There aren’t any other housing
projects currently in the works.

Millennial Towers, a new student-housing

Life Sciences Building
This new state of the art science building is

unit located at 657 E 1000 N, Logan has

been in progress all summer. The complex is

nearing completion with the month of

throughout the summer. The projects have

Campus administrators are very supportive
of the project. They want students to be
successful and engage with their school.
Utah State Vice President for Student
Affairs Dr. James Morales said it is especially
great for transfer students and incoming
freshman.

Morty’s Blue Square location will also

semester.

The progress of these projects will continue to be
updated on usustatesman.com as more information
becomes available.

or more per week will be able to use their

—kortni.marie.wells@aggiemail.usu.edu
@kortniwells

Individuals with Block Meal Plans will also

— allisonallreddd@gmail.com
@allisonallreddd

ence-room space for meetings, gatherings

for the flow of traffic and safety for the

administrators.

rant to expand their delivery services.

new location has a reservable confer-

months but were necessary improvements

ing clarity for both students and campus

and dining space and will allow the restau-

be able to use up to $7.00 once-per-day. The

been ongoing throughout the last four

zational communication on campus, provid-

27. The extension will include more parking

$7.00 cash-equivalency once-per-day.

taken place, making paths harder to travel

the right source and strengthen inter-organi-

extension will be opening on Monday, Aug.

pus dining locations. Students with 10 meals

Several projects along Champ Drive have

allow student leaders to direct students to

housing complex. The popular restaurant’s

work the same way they do at other on-cam-

Champ Drive

misinformation about these opportunities,

expanding to Blue Square, the USU-owned

Meal plans at the Morty’s extension will

for the spring semester of 2019.

go and who to talk to. The SIM can correct

A Utah State favorite, Morty’s Cafe, will be

Plans because it will be an on-campus cafe.

The hope is that it will be open for classes

remain unsure of what’s available, where to

which has a planned opening on Sept. 5.

accommodate USU Student and Faculty Meal

November on the horizon for its deadline.

“SIM” FROM PAGE 3

completed by Monday, Aug. 27 is Subway,

and parties. Their hours will be the same as
“If students find ways to engage with their
school, particularly during the first few
weeks of their first semester, they are more
likely to be successful. The connections they
make help them address any challenges,
academic or personal, not only during the
first semester but also throughout their
entire university career.”
Linda Zimmerman said the SIM can “help
students connect with other students who
have similar interests to better the school
and the students college experience”.
Physical copies of the SIM were given to
incoming freshman during orientation and
at the 2018 Aggie Blue Leadership Conference hosted August 20-21. With the help of

graphic designers, students will also find the
SIM on the Student Association main page,

“Volunteering” FROM PAGE 3

ususa.usu.edu, with quick links to clubs and

students to do so as well.

basic contact information for directors.

“Even though life can get extremely crazy,

Fall semester 2018 will be loaded opportunities to learn about events, collaborations,
and organizations. Seeing both student and
admin sides of campus involvement, Griffiths hopes students find an organization
that fits their needs.
“With education comes action. Once we
know the things we didn’t before, it’s in our
hands to do something about it,” she said.
— natecade.cutler@aggiemail.usu.edu
@natesmilescutler

don’t forget to take some time and do good
for others. Not only does it change other
people’s lives but it affects yours,” Dellinger
said. “School can get super stressful and
crazy and if you need a break to get your
mind back into the right mind frame to work
then do some service.”

— shelbsmith2@gmail.com
@shelb_smith2
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SPORTS

COLUMN: Which Aggie players are Soccer match
postponed for
set to have breakout seasons?
poor air quality
By Jason Walker
SPORTS SENIOR WRITER

Friday’s Utah State soccer contest against

in-state rival University of Utah was postponed

because the air quality in Logan was at an unsafe
level.

The Air Quality Index at noon, four hours before

the scheduled 4 p.m. kickoff, was 158, above the
maximum of 149 for conditions considered safe
for outdoor physical exertion. The NCAA and

each conference encourages teams to monitor

r
.

playing conditions and cancel or postpone games
if necessary. Generally, this applies to lightning in
most sports, though wet weather conditions
which often postpone baseball and softball

games. Cancelling games due to poor air quality
is a relatively rare event.

According to a USU spokesperson, both coaches

were keeping an eye on air quality and mutually
agreed to not play in Logan today. There was

some initial discussion of moving the game to Salt
Lake City but both sides decided to postpone the
game to a future date the spokesperson said.
PHOTO BY Kyle Todecheene
Utah State sophomore wide receiver Savon Scarver scores a touchdown against UNLV during a game in October in Las Vegas. Scarver will look to have a breakout season after ranking fifth on the team in 2017
in receiving yards, and leding the team in average yards per reception.

Air quality improved to about 85 shortly before

the original planned kickoff, but the coaches had
to make a decision early to avoid a potential

Are you an Aggie fan trying to get yourself hyped for the upcoming football season? Are you nervous about who situation where the University of Utah drove up
to Logan and were not able to play in a game if
is going to fill in for one of your favorite players that graduated last season? Or maybe you’re like me, and
you’re just looking for any possible football fix to pass these final days ‘til football season starts. Regardless, I’ve the air did not improve.
The Utah State athletics department announced
got you covered. Ladies and gentlemen, I present to you - this year’s USU football: breakout players watch list.
By Jaden Johnson
SPORTS CONTENT MANAGER

Darwin Thompson - Junior running back
Ever since I first watched his highlight

video following his commitment to Utah

State, I’ve been the self-proclaimed conduc-

tor of the Darwin Thompson hype train. For
those of you who don’t know his name yet,
you may recognize him as the dude built

like a tree trunk who was front squatting

the equivalent of two-and-a-half averaged
sized adult men in a recent Twitter video.

Thompson played his junior college ball at
Northeastern Oklahoma A&M, where he

LED THE NATION with 1,619 all-purpose

yards, was second in the nation with 1,391
rushing yards, and averaged 7.5 yards per

carry. Think about just how impressive that
is for a second. This dude went from an
average high school player who didn’t

receive a single scholarship offer from any

school at any level, to a JuCo All-American
in just two years. The Aggies landed a

special talent with this guy, and there is still
plenty of room aboard the D-Train hype train.
Savon Scarver - Sophomore Wide Receiver
I’ll go ahead and admit it, this pick might

be a year early. This year’s receiving corps is
pretty ridiculous, and the depth at wide
receiver has been one of the worst-kept

secrets of fall camp. With eight of last year’s
top 11 pass catchers coming back, and

newcomers like USC grad-transfer Jalen

Greene, JuCo product Devin Heckstall, and
multiple very capable freshmen joining the

squad, targets are going to be hard to come

by. However, I still think Scarver could have
a great season. Last season after the

quarterback switch from Meyers to Love,

Scarver’s yards per game jumped from 14 to

26. That’s nothing too dramatic, but it’s

over to play Safety this season, the Aggies

ments Love’s deep ball. While defenses

and Williams climbed the depth chart like a

clear that Scarver’s beeline speed compli-

really needed someone to step up in camp,

might at times assign their number one and

ladder. After spending his freshman season

two coverage guys to Tarver and Greene,

at Chattanooga (go Mocs!) he transferred to

that may leave some big play opportunities

for Scarver. Not to mention, he’s pretty dang
good at returning kicks, too.

Independence CC last season where he
earned NJCAA first-team All-American

honors. While there are still a lot of ques-

tions to be answered in the Aggie defensive
secondary, I feel like Williams is going to

Alfred Edwards - Freshman Left Tackle

have a very nice season and bring some

You would think that a team which returns

much-needed stability to the cornerback spot.

every starting offensive lineman (plus two
more who rotated in frequently) from last

David Woodward - Sophomore Linebacker

position which is pretty set in stone. But

This one might be cheating, because I feel

season would have a depth chart at that

Alfred Edwards has different plans. The 6’7,

like he started to break out toward the end

310-pound behemoth of a freshman has

of last season, and I simply feel like he will

taken the competition up front to another

continue to do so. But my column, my rules,

level, and Aggie fans should go ahead and

and I say it goes. I really like what I saw

get to know him now. It’s hard to say

whether he’ll start or not, since he’s competing with Roman Andrus, a more than

capable senior who had a fantastic junior

ties to run with the starters during fall camp
and looked every bit as comfortable as the
veterans around him. There’s a reason he

during his redshirt season last year. I expect
we’ll see plenty of Alfred on the field this

fall, and that he’ll have a very nice career

of an impact on the play and
doing exactly what he was

asked to do. Woodward had an

Air Force in his only start of the
season, leading the team with

13 total tackles, five solo and a
tackle for loss. Now, with Suli

with the Aggies.

Tamaivena and Kevin Meitzen-

heimer out for at least the first

few weeks of the season I expect

DJ Williams - Junior Cornerback

Woodward to step up big time

This is one guy who I really don’t feel like

and earn some serious attention

Aggie fans have started to appreciate yet,

and possibly more playing time

but soon will. One of the big questions

down the road.

my biggest concerns, was how on earth USU
defensive backfield. DJ Williams is part of

he was the guy making a tackle

absolute monster game against

was named the scout team offensive MVP

could replace two NFL-calibur guys in the

like every time he was on the field, whether
or not, he was making some sort

year. However, he had plenty of opportuni-

following last season, and definitely one of

from David Woodward last season. It felt

@jadenjohnson00

that answer. With Ja’Marcus Ingram moving

Rabbit Hole
Books Plus
good used books
- all genres many good
used classics
art, collectibles,
ephemera
81 N. Main, downtown Logan
Booth #33

Monday afternoon that the game has been

re-scheduled and will now take place on Monday,
Sept. 10 at 4 p.m. at Chuck & Gloria Bell Field in
Logan.

A Utah Youth Soccer clinic was also schedule to

take place following the game, but will now be
held after USU’s home match against Eastern
Washington on Sept. 14.

The Aggies (0-2) are still searching for their first

win. The team lost its regular season opener to

Sam Houston State 0-2 and the home opener 1-2
to Minnesota. Sara Noel has the only goal for

Utah State so far this season, including a 0-2 loss

in an exhibition game to Southern Utah. The Utes
(1-1) were coming into the game fresh off a 2-0

win over Weber State, their first win of the season
after losing its home opener 0-1 to Minnesota.

USU’s next game will take place Friday, Aug. 31

at Loyola Maryland at 4 p.m.

@thejwalk67
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A letter from the HURD President:
Aggies!
Whether you’re returning or you’re beginning your college experience, I’d like to be one of the first to welcome
you to the greatest school in the nation! Now listen, I could butter you up and talk about school work, dating, how
much fun you’ll have and blah, blah, blah, but I know what you’re really here for. Aggie Athletics. For those of you who
don’t know or haven’t been to a game yet, this is the year to come out and get crazy. We all know traditionally that USU
is the LOUDEST, the PROUDEST, and the absolute BEST student section to have ever existed in the history of anything,
ever, period. We’re going to rock opposing teams and leave them in a fetal position sucking their thumbs, but in order
to do that, we need your help. We’ve got tailgating to do, signs to make, chests to paint, and pre-game ritualizing to
execute so that we can be ready to cheer until our little voice boxes can’t even pipe up to answer questions in English
class.
Now for some quick business. In order to know what to wear and bring to games/events PLEASE follow the USU
HURD on social media. Also, if you see myself or anyone else on the HURD around campus, games, or events, don’t be
afraid to ask us questions or give suggestions on how we can make your life as good as it can be. **some requests such
as foot rubs and other disgusting wishes may be denied.** Last of all, I admire the tenacity and ferociousness at games.
The student section is the perfect place to scream all your frustrations out after you get back from your mid-terms.
Come bring your friends, your mom, your dentist, and let’s get wild! I’m excited for the year to come, and as always,
GO AGGIES!
Your Diehard HURD President,

Braden Tomlinson

										

FOOTBALL IS BACK

Aggies hold annual fall blue-white scrimmage in preparation for 2018 season

PHOTOS BY Matthew Halton
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Music Review: Beaver Mountain Festival

By Landon Stuart
STUDENT LIFE WRITER

Hundreds congregated at the Beaver
Mountain ski resort on Friday to celebrate
bohemian melodies, piquant food, and
close friends.
Led by strong performances by lead
vocalist/guitarist Allie Harris and violinist
Julie Taquin, Mama Long Legs quickly
captivated the audience at the main stage
early on in the evening. The band played a
mixed set of blues, folk and acoustic songs
that featured a unique, deep-sounding
undertone via Kendall Becker’s contribution on the double bass. The band’s ability
to weave between upbeat and twangy,
‘Wind and the Wave’ esque sounds and
slow acoustic ballads was unique and
uncanny.
The ensuing act on the primary stage was
Virginia native William G. Kidd. Backed by

PHOTO BY Megan Nielsen
Sammy Brue at Beaver Mountain Music Festival on Aug. 18, 2018.

no band and equipped only with his
acoustic guitar, Kidd played a soulful set

Mode as one of its influences and favor-

gy bluegrass band from Salt Lake City was

that was over all too quickly. Slated to play

one fans will want to keep an eye on as

ites, a tidbit that manifests itself through

an instant hit and likely the fan-favorite of

for nearly an hour, Kidd’s time on stage

they grow and progress.

their sound. Despite the forest stage

the night. From original songs about the

ran about 40 minutes before he departed.

having lower attendance than the main

struggles of living in Utah to tribute covers

His deep voice, mournful canzones and

festival in the books, attendees retired

stage, the chemistry between lead singer

of the late Aretha Franklin, as well as

entrancing stare made for a memorable

with fulfilled eardrums and happy hearts.

and synth player Darrick Riggs and

encores about pudendum, Pixie and the

contribution to the list of performances

drummer Kurt Aslett made for an enter-

Partygrass Boys made things fun and kept

that evening.

taining show.

the crowd moving throughout their entire

Meanwhile, in the slightly more sparse

Reverting to the main stage, the sun had

Forest area, electronica band Telepathiq

set and the audience welcomed Pixie and

mostly bitter, not sweet, for many in

took the stage. The band cites Depeche

the Partygrass Boys. The quirky, high-ener-

attendance. This dynamic group will be

set. Their final exit from the stage was

A few hours later, with night one of the

—Landonstuart@gmail.com
@LandoS84
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OPINION

Cache Valley’s

Hidden Treasure
By Thomas Sorenson
OPINION CONTENT MANAGER

I’m here to tell you that

Zootah is the happiest
place in Cache Valley.

The name might be a little corny, but we unironi-

cally call ourselves “Aggies” — a moniker that isn’t
even a real word, let alone a mascot. And our

favorite song is about a dude from the other side of
the pond who wears kilts and loves thistle as much
as we love sagebrush.
The name is fine.

Tucked into that corner of Logan you only go to

once a year for Pioneer Day, Zootah — formerly

haven’t watched a herd of Hyraxes chase each other
around, but Zootah can fix that for you.

Bummed that you’ve been to two True Aggie Nights

and still haven’t found love? Appa the yak is blind
but he’s adorable and will happily listen to your
problems.

Ever wonder why you’ve never hugged an Alpaca?

Well if you bee-bop over to Zootah between the

hours of 11-12 or 3-4, Monday through Saturday,

you can take a swing through a petting zoo that’ll
warm your soul.

Just want to see a monkey that was named after an

known as Willow Park Zoo — is easily forgotten

obscure order of Franciscan friars? Well by golly

student trying to find entertainment options with

but it’s not, I promise).

about. But when I first moved to town, as a young
my minimum-wage paychecks and some student

loans, the zoo’s “donations accepted” entry fee was
heaven-sent.

Zootah has grown in the past six years and that

donation box has turned into a $4 ticket, but the
zoo has remained the best bang for your buck in

Zootah’s got your back (this one sounds like a joke
Part of Zootah’s charm and beauty is that it is so

small. There aren’t any large crowds and there’s
never a line to see one of the animals; it’s an

intimate and friendly experience you can’t get
anywhere else.

And a peaceful stroll around one of Cache Valley’s

Logan. You could pay five times as much for a movie

hidden treasures is a wonderful way to appreciate

and nonsensical plot twists, but it won’t be nearly as

up on Vitamin D to get you through another Cache

ticket and some popcorn to watch CGI dinosaurs
fulfilling of an experience.

And that’s the thing: The price isn’t even Zootah’s

best selling point.

Overwhelmed with your classes? Hoodini the

Western Screech Owl has a smile that
could melt even the coldest profes-

sor’s heart and will surely make you
feel better.

Life feeling a little empty and you’re

not sure why? It’s because you

the last few days of summer we have, while stocking
Valley winter. So do yourself a favor in the next

couple of weeks and head on over to Willow Park.

Disneyland may be the happiest place on earth, but

Zootah is the happiest place in Logan.

Thomas Sorenson is a graduate student at Utah

State who got a behind the scenes look at Zootah for a
story he wrote last spring. His favorite animals at the
zoo are the Hyraxes, and he desperately hopes the
rumors of red pandas coming to Zootah are true.

PHOTOS BY Chantelle McCall
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BACKBURNER
MISSION STATEMENT

Connect
members of
the Aggie
community
and provide a
voice for all
through
impactful,
relevant and
diverse
multimedia
coverage.
CONTACT: ADVERTISE WITH US AND

GET YOUR BUSINESS IN FRONT OF THE
EYES OF MORE THAN 27,000 STUDENTS!

ADVERTISING@USUSTATESMAN.COM
435.797.1775

since 1902

STUDENT MEDIA

Student-run newspaper
for Utah State University
since 1902. Reporting
online 24/7. Printed each
Tuesday of the school year.

THE BOARD
Matthew Halton
managing editor
editor@usustatesman.com
435-797-1742

——————
Lauren Bennett
news manager

news@usustatesman.com

——————
Jaden Johnson
sports manager

sports@usustatesman.com

——————
Shelby Smith
student life manager
life@usustatesman.com

——————
Thomas Sorenson
opinion manager

opinion@usustatesman.com

——————
Savannah Nyre
design manager

CLASSIFIED ADS
Automotive
Donate your car, truck or boat to heritage for the
blind. Free 3 day vacation, tax deductible, free towing, all paperwork taken care of. Call 1-855-4082196.
Donate your car for breast cancer! Help united
breast foundation education, prevention, & support programs. Fast free pickup - 24 hr response tax deduction 1-855-507-2691.

Building Materials
METAL ROOF/WALL
Panels, Pre-engineered Metal Buildings. Mill
prices for sheeting coil are at a 4 year low. You get
the savings. 17 Colors prime material, cut to your
exact length. CO Building Systems 1-800-COBLDGS.

Miscellaneous
Medical Guardian - 24/7 Medical Alert Monitoring. Free Equipment, Activation & Shipping.
NO Long-Term Contract. 30-Day Money Back
Guarantee! Two Free Months w/ annual subscription (Use Code JULY4). Call for free Brochure
1-877-454-1109.
ENJOY 100% guaranteed, delivered to-the-door
Omaha Steaks! SAVE 75% PLUS get 4 more
Burgers & 4 more Kielbasa FREE! Order The
Family Gourmet Buffet - ONLY $49.99. Call
1-866-406-4429 mention code 51689KZF or
visit www.omahasteaks.com/meals173.
Were you an industrial or construction tradesman and recently diagnosed with lung cancer?
You and your family may be entitled to a significant cash award. Call 1-888-737-1846 for your
risk free consultation.
DISH TV $59.99 For 190 Channels $14.95
High Speed Internet. Free Installation, Smart
HD DVR Included, Free Voice Remote. Some
restrictions apply. Call 1-866-360-6959.
FDA-Registered Hearing Aids. 100% RiskFree! 45-Day Home Trial. Comfort Fit. Crisp
Clear Sound. If you decide to keep it, PAY
ONLY $299 per aid. FREE Shipping. Call

design@usustatesman.com

——————
Chantelle McCall
photo manager

Hearing Help Express 1- 855-708-7910.

photo@usustatesman.com

Inventors - free information package have your
product idea developed affordably by the research & development pros and presented to
manufacturers. Call 1-877-649-5574 for a free
idea starter guide. Submit your idea for a free
consultation.

— —————
Klaus VanZanten
video manager
——————

HAVE A STORY TIP OR IDEA?

CONTACT OUR NEWSROOM:

SAVE on Medicare Supplement Insurance!
Get a FAST and FREE Rate Quote from
Medicare.com. No Cost! No Obligation! Compare Quotes from Major Insurance Cos. Operators Standing By. CALL 1-855-397-7745.
Medical-Grade HEARING AIDS for LESS
THAN $200! FDA-Registered. Crisp, clear
sound, state of-the-art features & no audiologist
needed. Try it RISK FREE for 45 Days! CALL
1-855-755-5496.
Suffering from Hearing Loss? You May Qualify for A ClearCaptions Phone At No Cost To
You. Real-Time Phone Captioning. Free Installation. FCC Certified Provider. Contact ClearCaptions! 1- 855-978-0281.

435-797-1775 OR EMAIL

EDITOR@USUSTATESMAN.COM

AARP AUTO INSURANCE
FROM THE HARTFORD
TO SPEAK WITH AN AGENT AND REQUEST A
FREE QUOTE CALL THE HARTFORD TO SEE
HOW MUCH YOU COULD SAVE:

1-855-527-0777

Personals
Meet singles right now! No paid operators, just
real people like you. Browse greetings, exchange
messages and connect live. Try it free. Call now:
844-400-8738.

Help Wanted
Apartment Managers position available. Seeking on-site managers for 24 apartments near
USU campus. Must be reliable and self-motivated. Expected to do lawn care, snow removal,
maintenance, rent apartments and process paperwork. Resumes should include employment
history, letters of recommendation, etc.. Ideal for
couple with stay-at-home mom. Send resumes
to: Apartment Manager, P.O. Box 6221, North
Logan, UT 84341.
Elderly caregiver needed. Looking for a responsible, cheerful, compassionate female to
help care for an elderly woman. No lifting involved. Night and weekend shifts available. Call
435-563-6812 to set up an interview.

DENTAL Insurance
Physicians Mutual Insurance Company

A less expensive way to help get
the dental care you deserve
If you’re over 50, you can get coverage for about $1 a day*
Keep your own dentist! You can go to any dentist you want
No wait for preventive care and no deductibles – you could get
a checkup tomorrow

Coverage for over 350 procedures – including cleanings,

exams, fillings, crowns…even dentures

NO annual or lifetime cap on the cash benefits you can receive

FREE Information Kit

1-888-919-4729

Or www.dental50plus.com/utah
*Individual plan.
Product not available in MN, MT, NH, NM, RI, VT, WA. Acceptance guaranteed for one insurance policy/certificate of this type. Contact us
for complete details about this insurance solicitation. This specific offer is not available in CO, NY; call 1-800-969-4781 or respond for
similar offer. Certificate C250A (ID: C250E; PA: C250Q); Insurance Policy P150 (GA: P150GA; NY: P150NY; OK: P150OK; TN: P150TN)
6096E-0917
MB17-NM008Ec
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AUGUST 28 - SEPTEMBER 3

8/28 8/29
International Art
Quilt Invitational
Exhibition
11:00am, Free
Brigham City Museum
24 N 300 W
Brigham City, UT

Day on the Quad
10:30am, Free
The Quad
International Art
Quilt Invitational
Exhibition
11:00am, Free
Brigham City Museum
24 N 300 W
Brigham City, UT
Nature Tales A Rock
is Lively
11:00am
Stokes Nature Center
2696 E. Highway 89
Logan, UT
A Light on the Hill
7:00pm, Freev
Old Main Hill Amphitheater

8/30 8/31

9/1

International Art
Quilt Invitational
Exhibition
11:00am, Free
Brigham City Museum
24 N 300 W
Brigham City, UT

International Art
Quilt Invitational
Exhibition
11:00am, Free
Brigham City Museum
24 N 300 W
Brigham City, UT

International Art
Quilt Invitational
Exhibition
11:00am, Free
Brigham City Museum
24 N 300 W
Brigham City, UT

Fraternity and Sorority Life Slip ‘N Slide
3:00pm, Free
Old Main Hill

Canyon Conversation: Bringing Back
the Logan River
6:00pm
Stokes Nature Center
2696 E. Highway 89
Logan, UT

Logan Pride Festival
12:00pm
Willow Park
500 West 700 South
Logan, UT

The Big Agg Show
5:00pm, Free
The Quad

Football Watch Party
4:30pm, Free
Legacy Fields

9/3
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Biomat USA
GRIFOLS

Plasma Center

1045 North Main St
Logan, UT 84341

(435) 753-7802
www.grifolsplasma.com

NEW STUDENTS
GET YOUR
AGGIE PASSPORT
STAMPED AT OUR
BOOTH BY THE
BLOCK A

60
59
58
57
56
55
54
53
52
51
50
49
48
47
46
45

STUDENT ORIENTATION AND TRANSITION SERVICES

Domino’s Pizza

Booths #41 and #42
1153 North Main Street, Logan, UT 84341
435-753-8770
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#220

36
37
38
39
40
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43
46
47
48
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333 334 335 336 337 338 339 340 341 342 343 344 345 346 347 348 349 350 351 352 353 354

324
323

355
356
322 321 320 319 318 317 316 315

261 262 263 264 265 266 267 268

314 313 312 311 310 309 308 307 306 305 304 303 302 301 300 299 298 297 296 295 294 293

269 270 271 272 273 274 275 276 277 278 279 280 281 282 283 284 285 286 287 288 289 290
291
292

260
259
258 257 256 255 254 253 252 251

250 249 248 247 246 245 244 243 242 241 240 239 238 237 236 235 234 233 232 231 230 229

192 193 194 195 196 197 198 199

200 201 202 203 204 205 206 207 208 209 210 211 212 213 214 215 216 217 218 219 220 221

186 185 184 183 182 181 180 179

178 177 176 175 174 173 172 171 170 169 168 167 166 165 164 163 162 161 160 159 158 157

191
190
189
188
187

Utah State Collegiate 4-H
Yogurtland
USU Sustainability
Quinney College of Natural Resources
Great Clips
Cache Valley Media Group
Concrete Canoe
L3T
American Society of Mechanical 		
Engineers
Steel Bridge
Design, Build, Fly
Biomedical Engineering Society
Engineers Without Borders
Society of Women Engineers
Engineering Council
Institute of Electrical and Electronic 		
Engineers
American Nuclear Society
Getaway Special
Recreational Engineering
American Institute of Aeronautics and 		
Austronautics
Free Software and Linux Club
Robosub
Rocket Team
Hack USU
Jerrick’s Fine Jewelry
Baked
New Life Fellowship
USU FCCLA
Aggies Elevated
Beaver Mountain Ski Area
USU Writing Center
Merrill-Cazzier Library
Undergraduate Teaching Fellows 		
Program
USU Student Chapter of the Wildlife 		
Society
Your Employment Solutions
Complete Nutrition
WhySound
KSM Music
Directive Boardshop
Domino’s
Pointe Sales
Lynn’s Audio Video
Aggie Blue Print
USU PE 1680 Curling
Zions Bank
Altius Test Prep
USU Russian Club
American Society of Landscape 		
Architects (Student Chapter)
Department of Sociology, Social Work 		
& Anthropology

54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
91
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111

Political Science
USU Scholarship Office
USU Student Veterans of America
Veteran’s Resource Office
USU Dining Services
USU Political Science Department
Anthropology Museum
Fizz N Fryz
Grifol’s Biomat
Emma Eccles Jones College of 		
Education & Human Services
Black Student Union (BSU)
Love is For Everyone (LIFE)
ASA
Polynesian Student Union
Native American Student Council
InterFaith Student Association (IFSA)
LatinX Student Union (LXU)
Non-Traditional Student Association
Access Center
Panhellenic
IFC
Undergraduate Research Program
USU Honors Program
Aggie Passport
Venue Operations & Facilities
Society of Physics Students
USU Credit Union
Chugz/Twizlberry Frozen Yogurt
The Institute of Government & Politics
Child Care Access Means Parents in 		
School
Kelly Electronics
S.S.I.
USUSA Student Events
Aggie Radio Stage
Hockey (Campus Rec)
Men & Women Lacrosse (Campus Rec)
Men & Women Rugby (Campus Rec)
Men & Women Volleyball (Campus Rec)
Men & Women Ultimate Frisbee
Powerlifting & Wrestling (Campus Rec)
Soccer & Baseball (Campus Rec)
Lee’s Marketplace
A-Team
Caine College of the Arts
Even Stevens
The Sportsman
S.E. Needham
USU Online
USU Testing Center
USU Academic Success Center & 		
Student Support Services
USU Center for Women & Gender
Safe UT
CAPS

222
223
224
225
226
227
228

112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
122
128
141
148
150
155
157
158
159
160
161
162
163
164
165
166
167
168
169
170
171
172
173
174
175
176
177
178
179
180
181
182
183
184
185
186
187
188
191
192
193
194
195
196
197
198

CAPSA
Aggies Think, Care, Act
SAAVI
Title IX
Student Health and Wellness
USU Police
Public Safety
Information Technology
Stacked Pancakes
S&E Performance
Nora Eccles Harrison Museum of Art
Crumbl Cookies
Lucky Slice Pizza
Jimmy John’s
Xfinity
Society of Hispanic Professional 		
Engineers
Utah State Western Equestrian Team
The HURD
USU Athletics
Wayfair
CacheARTS
Cache Valley Hospital
Younglife College
USU Combat Bots Club
Journalism and Communication (JCOM)
Aggie Phonathon
Surreal Ink
America First Credit Union
Pre Vet Club
Agriculture Future of America
Logan Eye Institute
Medical Spanish Club
Shanti Yoga Roots
Youthlinc
USU BHA Student Chapter
ASK Club
Student Organization for Society & 		
Natural Resources
Student Alumni Association
Service Center Headquarters
Health and Ability
Youth and Education
Social Justince & Sustainability
Alternative Breaks
Aggie Blue Bikes
GNC
Center for Community Engagement
Wells Fargo Bank
USU Model United Nations
Government Relations Council
Utah Public Radio
Sigma Phi Epsilon
U.S. Green Building Council
International Student Council
Global Engagement Ambassadors

199
200
201
202
203
204
205
206
207
208
209
210
211
212
214
215
216
217
218
219
220
221
222
223
224
225
226
227
228
229
230
231
232
233
234
235
236
237
238
239
240
241
242
243
244
245
246
247
248
249
250
251

University Inn & Conference Center
University Event Services
National Service
Key Bank
USU Esports Club
USU ACM Club
Amare Global Wellness Partner
USU Dance Company
USU Folklore Club
The Charleston Standard
Utah Theatre
Handball
Marriage and Family Therapy Program
Silver Lining Salon & Spa
Social Work Program
Air Force ROTC
USU Flight Team
Women in Aviation
Society of Aviation Maintenance 		
Professionals
Alpha Eta Rho
Alaska Coach Tours
Career Services
iPhixd Electronics Repair
LatinX Cultural Center
Zombie Aggies Organization
Salt Lake Express
Dietetic Student Association
College of Agriculture & Applied 		
Sciences
USU Extension
USU Campus Store
Alpine Church
Phi Beta Lambda
Beta Alpha Psi
Institute of Management Accountants
Economics & Finance Club
College of Humanities & Social 		
Sciences
Huntsman MHR
MMIS/Association for Information 		
Systems
Huntsman MBA
Business Ambassadors & Council
ProSales
Huntsman Marketing Association
Real Estate Association
Women in Business Association
The Center for Growth and Opportunity
Huntsman Career Development
Chase Bank
Entrepreneurship Club
USU STARS! GEAR UP
Distribution Center
TSC Post Office
Mountain America Credit Union

252
253
254
255
256
257
258
259
260
261
262
263
264
265
266
267
268
269
270
271
272
273
274
275
276
277
278
279
280
281
282
283
284
285
286
287
288
289
290
291
292
293
294
295
296
297
298
299
300
301
302
303
304

ICON Health & Fitness
Pizza Pie Café
Moonbeam Apparel
Aggie Shuttle
Platinum Dental
The Cache Venue
Morty’s Café
Student Retention & Completion (Thrive)
Aggie First Scholars
USUSA Students for Choice
USUSA The Octaves
USUSA Yoga Club
USUSA Young Americans for Freedom
USUSA Outdoor Industry Student 		
Association
Notis
Oasis Books
Alpine Flats
Utah Fertility Center
College of Science
Exploratory Advising & Pre-Health 		
Advising
The Rolland Group Inc
Nutrishop Logan
USU Speech and Debate
Plant Science Club
Math & Stat Department
Data Analytics Club
Food Science Club
USUSA Cache Valley Rollers
Days for Girls
HDFS Club
USU Archery Club
United Utah Party Club
Hungry Howies
Cache Valley Fun Park
Pointe Sales
Cricket Wireless
USU College Republicans
Invicta Marketing
International Language Programs
AT&T
USU Student Organic Farm
USUSA HOSA
USUSA I Am That Girl
USUSA Improv
USUSA International Studies Club
USUSA InterVarsity
USUSA Invest
USUSA ITSA
USUSA Jump Rope Club
USUSA Latin Dance Club
USUSA LDSSA
USUSA Lutheran Campus Ministry
USUSA Marriage & Family Therapy 		
Student Association

305
306
307
308
309
310
311
312
313
314
315
316
317
318
319
320
321
322
323
324
325
326
327
328
329
330
331
332
333
334
335
336
337
338
339
340
341
342
343
344
345
346
347
348
349
350
351
352
353
354
355
356

Booth #106

141
142
143
144
145
146
147
148
149
150
151
152
153
154
155
156

30 29 28 27 26 25 24 23 22 21 20 19 18 17 16 15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1

44 43 42 41 40 39 38 37 36 35 34 33 32 31

35

2019

325 326 327 328 329 330 331 332

121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130
131
132
133
134
135
136
137
138
139
140

USUSA Medieval Club
USUSA Meditation Club
USUSA NAMI
USUSA National Society of Collegiate 		
Scholars
USUSA National Society of Leadership 		
& Success
USUSA Navigators
USUSA Operation Smile
USUSA Ostem
USUSA Pre-Med Club
Healthcare Administration Club
USUSA Pre-Occupational Therapy Club
USUSA Pre-Optometry Club
USUSA Pre-PA Club
USUSA Pre-Pharmacy Club
USUSA Pre-Physical Therapy
USUSA Rotaract Club
USUSA Secular Student Alliance
USUSA Skydiving
USUSA SNATS
USUSA Society of Aviation 			
Maintenance Professionals
USUSA Spikeball Roundnet Club
USUSA Aggie Canyoneering Club
USUSA Aggie Climbing Club
USUSA Aggie Game Night
USUSA AMSA
USUSA Country Swing Club
Millenial Towers-Refined Student Living
OOPD (Campus Rec)
Outdoor Programs (Campus Rec)
Fitness & Wellness (Campus Rec)
Aquatics (Campus Rec)
Competitive Sports (Campus Rec)
Swim/Dive & Water Polo
Golf & Figure Skating (Campus Rec)
Cycling & Quidditch (Campus Rec)
Rodeo & Racquetball (Campus Rec)
USUSA Pre-Dental Club
USUSA Big Band Swing Club
USUSA Aggies for Christ
USUSA Anime Club
USUSA Charity Anywhere
USUSA Chess Club
USUSA Circle K
USUSA College Democrats
USUSA Collegians for Christ
USUSA College FFA
USUSA Creative Writing Club
USUSA Excellence in Neuroscience
USUSA Financial Planning Association
USUSA Fly Fishing
USUSA Gymnastics Club
USUSA Running Club

Eat to Give
Open
Monday to Saturday:
7am - 10pm
Sunday Brunch:
9am - 4pm

find us at booth 103
131 North Main St
Logan, UT 84321
435-213-3913

www.evenstevens.com

EASIER
healthy student

discount

DELIVERED

fr sh

follow us

We support online and written exams for all types of
courses, including online, broadcast, and on-campus.

10%
OFF

• Reserve your spot by scheduling your exam time online

STUDENT
INTERNET
SPECIAL

• Laptops are provided for online exams
• Headphones with four music channels are available
on request
• ADA and reduced distraction space is available
on request
See testing center hours and to schedule your
next exam at logantesting.usu.edu

COME SEE US FOR DETAILS
LIMITED TIME OFFER

Location: South side of the Merril-Cazier Library
Phone: 435.797.3617
Email: distance.testing@usu.edu

PHONE & LAPTOP
SCREEN REPAIR
EXPIRES 10/31/2018

1655 N Main, Logan, UT 84341

Monday - Friday 10am - 7pm Saturday 10am - 5pm Closed Sunday

dOn't
FIND JOBS
AND WIN
PRIZES WITH

DURING DAY
ON THE QUAD
BOOTH 221



  
   


Free and open to the public

College
studenT

Location:
Old Main Room 252
Hours of Operation:
Tuesday-Friday, 10 am - 4 pm
First Saturday of the Month,
10 am - 4 pm

BOOTHS 212 & 213
981 S Main St #125,
Logan, UT 84321
(435) 932 - 6194

Contact:
https://anthropology.usu.edu/museum
(435) 797-7545
anthro.museum@usu.edu

Open a new

TSC Post Office

CAINE COLLEGE OF
THE ARTS CONVOCATION
SEPTEMBER 18 / 5:30 PM
RUSSELL/WANLASS
PERFORMANCE HALL

PoOR

Booth # 60

cwg@usu.edu
https://cwg.usu.edu/
435-797-9222

PAT R I C K
DOUGHERTY

bE a

They are in booth #212 & 213.
Their address is 981 S Main St
#125, Logan, UT 84321 and their
phone number is (435) 932-6194.

SPECIALTY SODAS & TONS OF MIX-INS FRESH CUT FRIES
OVER 20 DIPPING SAUCES, SALTS & SEASONINGS
TENDER WILLOW
CHICKEN STRIPS YUMMY SUGAR COOKIES
ART.USU.EDU/
HOMEMADE BROWNIES FRESH BAKED BELGIAN SUGAR WAFFLES
INDOOR & PATIO SEATING FREE WIFI DRIVE THRU WINDOW

account and get a

$100 BONUS*

20% OFF Coupon!
valid through September 5th on
all non-sale items and get a
FREE meal plan and
Inbody Test.



BOOTH 109

To claim your $100 bonus, bring this ad to
one of our Logan branches:

Come to TSC Room
309 for Information
on a Certificate of
Women & Gender
Studies & Women’s
Leadership Initiative.

 706 S. Main St.
Logan, UT 84321
435-716-7273

 1425 N. 200 E.
Logan, UT 84341
435-752-3666

Insured by NCUA

*To qualify for and redeem reward, you must sign up for eStatements at account setup. Reward will be
deposited into account within 30 business days after eStatement setup. Account must remain open
for minimum of six months from reward date, or reward will be debited from account at closing. Limit
one reward per person, per household. Offer not available on MyFree CheckingSM, secondary accounts,
account conversions or in combination with any other offer. Employees of Mountain America not eligible.
Reward is considered interest and will be reported on IRS Form 1099-INT. Membership required—based
on eligibility. No minimum balance required. Offer valid through 6/30/19. Promo code: COLLEGE

career-services.usu.edu

STUDENT SUPPORT SERVICES
A Federal TRiO Program

Not the
Summer

Support is our middle name
Back of Coupon

“Break”

you expected?



      

SPECIALTY
SODAS & TONS OF MIX-INS Eligibility
FRESH CUT FRIES
Requirements
    
OVER 20 DIPPING SAUCES, SALTS & SEASONINGS
Must
meet
at least one of these criteria:
     

TENDER
CHICKEN STRIPS YUMMY SUGAR
COOKIES
HOMEMADE
BAKED
BELGIAN SUGAR
WAFFLES~ Documented Disability
    
BROWNIES FRESHFirst
Generation
~ Low Income
INDOOR & PATIO SEATING FREE WIFI DRIVE THRU WINDOW
 
;VHK]LY[PZLJHSS

 
 

the utah

You must be accepted into USU as a bachelor’s degree
candidate and planning to graduate from USU.
Services

111 EAST 1600 NORTH

JUST NORTH OF THE NORTH LOGAN WALMART
#fizznfryz

facebook.com/fizznfryz

Small math classes
Academic Advising
Course Selection
Tutoring
Study Skills Instruction

Financial Literacy
Financial Aid Planning
Major/Career Advising
Applying to Grad School
And more...

Come to Booth #220 for

Free Samples

Back of Coupon
APPLY AT HTTP://SSS.USU.EDU

of Jimmy Johns Best

435-797-3372 ~ University Inn 103 ~ ssstrio@usu.edu



BOOTH #332
657 E 1000 N
Logan, UT 84321

A G G I E R A D I O 9 2 . 3 F M & T H E S E R I E S C O M M I T T E e P r e s e n t:

;VHK]LY[PZLJHSS 

@usuorganicfarm
19-30 years of age
No known genetic disorders

801-785-5100

Help a family
Compensation

UTAH FERTILITY CENTER

a

l

(435) 915-6473

the utah

musi

Alpine Flats

400 COURSES, 27 DEGREES

MENTION THIS AD FOR ALL FEES WAIVED!
ALPINE-FLATS.COM
729 E 900 N LOGAN, UT 84321
CALL: 435-752-6874 | TEXT:435-640-6341

iv

T H E N AT I O N A L PA R KS
G R e Y G L AS S

NOW LEASING FOR 2019!
150 feet to USU
New hot tub and
clubhouse
GPA Discount
Fully Furnished
Fire Pit
Cable and Internet
Included
Newly Renovated
Units

c f

t
es

JOIN US FOR AN

AGGIE “HALL OF COWS”
POP-UP EXPERIENCE!

@USUCAAS
CAAS.USU.edu

B R OT H E R .

C I N D E R S T H E B AC KS E AT LOV E R S
THE SOLARISTS THE CRONIES
THE BAND VERA

AU G u s t 3 0

T I N Y C A RT W H E E L

5PM

u s u Q ua d

